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FOREWORD 
-by William Kloefkorn 
Nebraska State Poet 
Iowan James Hearst begins one of his poems, 
"Truth," like this: 
How the devil do I know 
if there are rocks in YOUf field, 
plow it and find out. 
Nebraska poet Twyla Hansen is less inclined to 
plow the environment than to appreciate its nuances 
and to show an ongoing concern for its longevity. But, 
like Hearst, Twyla Hansen writes poetry that time and 
again emerges from experience whose taproots reach 
deeply and securely into the he art of the heartland. 
I like that word heartland because it brings 
together the human and the territorial. As you read 
through this splendid collection, note the extent to 
which the land, the native prairie especially, becomes a 
living, breathing entity-a character with its own flesh 
and bone, its own heartbeat, its own vibrant and life-
sustaining aorta. In "When the Prairie Speaks," for 
example, the voice articulates its attire in human terms: 
I'm wearing/my purpie dress, my red slip,/now my golden 
wild underthings.... This is Mother Earth at the height of 
her salad days, earth personified, earth anticipating 
fulfillment at that moment when others, upon her, 
find their own fulfillment. 
The voice of Mother Earth is of course the voice 
of the poet-projecting. It is the voice that in another 
poem speaks of the rhythm of cud, of rumination, of 
being up to my armpits in bluestem and indigo, of 
experiencing on the prairie a kindling of sensations. 
Note also that neither the place nor the person 
is statie: renewal bums in my veins, Hansen writes in 
"Instinct," and in a highly dramatic poem that 
chronicles the death of a young girl she writes, we/never 
passed that {leId again [where the body at last was 
discovered] the same. Or in "My Brother Randall 
Teaches Me to Ride a Bicycle/' she finally masters that 
two-wheeled enigma only to discover the inevitable 
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onslaught of her own physical and mental maturation: 
never once/retuming/half so smalI. 
And note, finally, the extensive range and 
depth of the poet's attitudes, perceptions, themes. 
Death is in this book alongside its first cousin, 
transience. Love, too, is here-in its many postures, its 
varied hues and degrees, not the least of which is a 
pervasive faith that derives from but does not end with 
the poet's connection with that sweet vast perpetual 
surrogate mother, the land. 
James Hearst ends his poem, "Truth," like this: 
... but the connection with a thing 
is the only truth that I know of, 
so plow it. 
Twyla Hansen's poems, to extrapolate from 
Hearst, connect. Her truths are in those taproots 
without which poetry would surely expire for lack of 
nourishment. They remind me of what an Indiana 
poet, John Woods, says of roots: "I like a poem which 
has one foot firmly plan ted on the earth, one foot so 
heavily put down that it doesn't matter where the other 
foot has wings for." 
The poems in this collection begin frequently 
with bur oak and end frequently with something 
nebulous beyond the reach of the most distant limb. 
Hansen's images are both solid and liquid, both 
hackberry and wind/through wild thyme. And her 
writing seems propelled by her urge to sing the hymn/ 
again and again,/knowing there is no end,/knowing no end. 
8 
-ta Tom 
& our 25th 
HOWTO LIVE 
IN THE HEARTLAND 
Leam the sharp reality of this place, 
become familiar with its borderless edges. 
Run an eye along the gaping horizon, 
stretch the mind now corraled by sky. 
Feel the flow from earth to green, 
from plant to cloud, seed to senescence. 
Hear the wind in all its symphonies, 
tuned precisely to its flattened keys. 
Play along with the weather, foul 
or fair; laugh at its lack of humor. 
Comb the hills with a giant combine, 
believe in a basket to feed the world. 
In October, die with the first killing frost, 
surrender it all to the fiery cold earth. 
And when the timing seems just right, 
rise up; give it tomorrow another go. 
11 
AIRING OUT 
On a bright day frozen 
in ]anuary, Mother props open 
the upstairs storm windows of 
the farmhouse: airing out, she 
calls it, amid-winter chore. 
* 
I move from room to room 
as if in a trance, touch 
each frozen dresser, each 
frozen bedpost, my breath 
a cloud before me rising 
as if soot from the beHy 
of an ancient coal fumace. 
I trace each frozen flower 
on the waHpaper, each swirl 
on the linoleum; they are 
unreal today, yet solid 
as anthracite in memory. 
* 
At night, the storm windows 
again secure, I huddle beneath 
a hand-tied quilt, with aired-
out lungs I breathe, and dream; 
the old house meanwhile wheezing 
its stoked-up lungs deep into a 
frozen night, puffing smoke to 
the endless white countryside, 
the clear, frozen landscape 
ofhome. 
12 
COUNTRY GIRL 
She's beginning to 
blossom in the sweet-
clover, among the milkcows 
straying. Near-
woman, she ruminates 
in the bunchgrass, in the 
pasture, an innocent, 
bleeding. Shaping 
hip and breast 
in a field of udder, 
forbidden flower. 
White clouds puff, 
exhale, erase clean then 
a blue slate of sky. 
Billow and billow now in 
the sky. All those stomaehs 
bloating beneath aspring 
sun. Wind catches her 
ringlet curls, lifting a 
gathered gingham skirt 
to the rolling hills. 
Rising and falling now 
in the rhythm of cud, 
to the wide green sash 
of earth. Taste of 
sweet, sweet belly-rot, 
from the ground up. 
13 
JANUARY THAW 
A plump moon tonight hangs 
orange 
above a leafless treeline, 
warming the frozen snowfields, 
washing its neon light 
down the phone wires, 
spreading the message: 
winter is but astate of mindj 
nothing lasts forever 
Bundled 
in these ]anuary skins 
at first I miss it-hiss of 
melting beneath ice, sway of 
freed branches in the breeze, 
warmer air filling the night 
as it nips away at the season 
Soon, 
what lies dormant must rise-
marigolds bronze 
from their mulchbeds, 
seedheads waving in the pasture, 
lush temperate days 
peeling layers like an orange, 
its sweet juices surging 
through these limbs, 
suspended now in this thaw, 
floating 
like so many impossible 
moonlit dreams 
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MAKING lARD 
Atop a wood cookstove, 
pork fat melts in kettles, 
its odor rising through the house 
to thicken the August air. 
Mother is making lard, a 
process affecting us all: 
already we begin the tasting of 
biscuits, of pie ernsts, of 
deep fries that will carry 
long into a lean winter. 
We tend fire in the cool 
dampness of a summertime cellar, 
a kindling of sensations. 
Meanwhile, this business 
of he at and melting and fire 
filters through the screen door 
to the farmyard, is carried 
by the south wind to pig pens 
where wallows the next crop 
of bacon and pork roasts. 
The breeze cools their mud, 
covers them with kindred 
memories, allows them to 
rest, to render inside 
themselves re cent meals. 
15 
HEADLINES: HOMETOWN WEEKL Y 
My world, back then, stretched 
clear from one township to the next: 
ten or so, I rode with my folks 
the gravel mHes to town a11 that summer 
past a field where her body lay: six months 
missing-highschool junior who never made it 
the two blocks from Little's Dry Goods 
on Main Street to horne one Saturday night-
but we knew she'd been in trouble before, 
there was talk in the cafe, on the streetj 
while Sundquist's alfalfa was greening, 
growing ta11er, Otto hirnself high 
in the seat of his International 
hauling wagons along the fencerow, 
not noticing that spot just yards 
off the road, until the first cutting, 
until the low sicklebar uncovered 
what was trying to become earthj 
the name Donalyn Deeds looming at me 
in ta11linotype, black and bold, 
still causing shivers the way we 
never passed that field again the same, 
after thirty years unchanged, 
still unsolved. 
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NUANCE 
this nuance known as tallgrass prairie 
without fanfare 
on roadsides, on marginal land 
dings to its isolation 
near extinction, timeless 
overseeing the seasons 
the extremes, the averages 
observing as of recent 
the rise, the fall of farming 
and farmers 
here in eastern Nebraska 
the nuance known as tallgrass prairie 
in its rooted subtlety 
lifts us up 
travelers, we pass briefly 
in its constancy 
this fragment, this ancient nuance 
goes on 
goes on yielding its unsung hay 
17 
MY BROTHER RANDALL TEACHES 
ME TO RIDE A BICYCLE 
Shortest bike on hand, yet it 
requires woodblocks on the pedals, 
these legs stretching and stretching 
now to be older. 
My middle brother, expert on 
two wheels, leans it against 
the chainlink under a silver maple, 
demonstrating the art of getting on: 
one hand on the handlebar, the 
other grasping fence, one leg over, 
a delicate balance in the summer 
heat of a gravel farmyard. 
And abruptly against my poised silence 
he's pushing the back fender down 
the lane, hollering Steer! Steer! 
as if that's all in this world 
it ever takes to get us there. 
When he lets go, I don't fall. 
By some miracle there in the dryland 
dust of a rural county, I'm suspended 
on that balloon-tire bike-
from that summer on, never once 
returning 
half so small. 
18 
SEAMSTRESS 
It will be a gathered skirt and weskit 
Goldie teIls my mother, her fingers 
busy on the tissue marking the exact 
high dart of a possible bustline, the 
tape measure searching for the waist. 
She's made clothes for years, 
and of course we already know that, 
but things in smaIl towns need repeating, 
so they chat about Mrs. Kroger who's 
left DeI and the boys on their farm, 
the low crate price of eggs, and the 
Ladies Aid agenda at the church on 
Tuesday, my mind drifting like dust 
foIlowing cars on a dry county road. 
After measuring, marking and sizing 
me up, she puIls her latest from 
the closet-a strapless prom gown-
and I snap alive: 
grow breasts and cinch my waist, 
trade a pageboy for red cuds, 
saddle shoes for pointy-toe heels, 
in the wink of a fresh mascara lash 
leave them wordless in a cosmic 
cloud of pink and netting and chiffon. 
19 
EDDIE 
His straight-edge flattop 
forms a black vee 
above jet eyes 
piercing night 
into the brightest day. 
Bad Eddie, 
big kid for an 8th-grader, 
whacks at pigweed 
with a switchblade 
near the schoolyard fence. 
In the dirt lane, 
a safe distance, we eye hirn 
over mumbly-peg, the air heady 
with com shelling, the fire of 
late goldenrod from the ditches. 
Teacher watches out the window: 
last week it was Bobby 
locked in the outhouse; 
yesterday, poor Kimberley 
bullied into the stormcellar. 
Today, the sun glints off 
his front-tooth filling 
like a signal to the stratosphere; 
he laughs out loud 
at so me manic joke. 
We can't know 
that twenty years from now 
he'll be found somewhere 
dead, caught on the wrong end of a 
drug deal gone bad. 
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It's all we can do now 
not to watch hirn, the sun 
nipping at the blanched cornstalks, 
the sharp air of fall bringing shivers 
to the blanks of OUf rnouths. 
21 
NINE-MILE PRAIRIE, MID-MAY 
out here on a hilltop 
you discover 
how brief sunset lasts 
watehing the red ball 
sink into the dust 
shadows paling 
the flat-chested hills 
now knitted in green 
down in the gullies 
cool willows and elms 
thicken with gnats 
birds scatter 
bedding down the day 
the gradualloss of light 
slowing all things 
to still-life 
toward moonrise 
deer step out of hiding 
owls sweep their prey 
bullfrogs chant in mud 
in step with the breeze 
bluestems rise and fall 
cottonwoods rattle 
wild indigos bloom 
each day the repetition 
of sun and wind and sun 
you feel it breathe 
from the bottom 
of its deepest roots 
this tallgrass relict 
exhales its stored-up heat 
back to the stars 
22 
THE PINE GROVE 
I didn't und erstand untillater, 
any sense or the thrill of it all, 
why one summer my brother and cousin 
played injuns off in the pine grove, 
half-naked, wearing only a loincloth 
bound at the waist with baling twine. 
Big deal, I probably thought; girls 
were already excluded from the tree-
house, so why would this be different? 
I was more interested then in the squirrel 
we caught in a cage, lured by me at scraps, 
Mother warning against rabies. 
The braves circled a campfire we were told 
never to build, while I tried to tarne a 
wild thing, giving me frantic-eyed looks. 
After a week or so, the squirrel died. 
We buried it in our pet cemetery 
in a row beside the distempered cats. 
Next summer, both boys spent their days 
on tractors in the fields. Out of the blue, 
Mother told me that one day I would become 
a woman. I was too embarrassed to ask how, 
and never trapped another animal. Instead, 
I spent long hours lying in the bromegrass 
naked, tickling my body with those plentiful 
seedheads, flying wild as a jaybird then 
und er the leafy boughs of the pine grove. 
23 
KISSING COUSINS 
I don't know what that means-
kissing cousins-nor do I understand 
when Dad says with a wink that the 
Andersons are related on both sides, 
but what I do know is Myron's eyes 
the color of uncut alfalfa, the barn-
loft where we tunnel through bales 
to hide from kid si ster Ladean, how 
we play tag for hours in the pent-up 
dust released from the fields, while 
the rain at first goes unnoticed, then 
pattering harder against the shingles, 
darkening the sky which was earlier 
filled with April light, earlier warmth 
replaced now with a stiff breeze, 
Ladean's voice muffled, far away, 
me cornered near the haychute, a 
charge rising through the unfiltered air, 
his lips on mine the surge that quickens 
even before the first rumble. 
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SCARS 
It was the summer our well 
was going dry and my brothers 
both had jobs in town. 
One evening the older one drove horne 
the lumberyard's ancient stationwagon, 
proceeded to clean it up before supper. 
Something about impressing his boss. 
Only the younger one wasn't impressed, 
saying Chores come first get your ass 
over he re and help. 
The older one kept washing and washing 
with the end of the garden hose. 
My younger brother whirled hirn 
by his belt loops on to the gravel. 
Their fists and punches hit like 
they were playing it this time for real. 
Mother came screaming out of the house, 
flailing about somebody getting hurt, 
helpless as a hanky in a downpour. 
The cows stood heavy and bellowing from 
the barnyard while my brothers clashed, 
their bodies rolling over and over 
in the knotweed, this time 
dad not there to stop them. 
We were losing the farm that summer, 
my brothers suddenly grown, and 
everything going down deeper 
into the ditch, even 
the last of the water. 
2S 
TRUMPETCREEPER VINE 
crazy orange music 
wanting to be every-
where at once blaring 
its melodies over muggy 
airwaves beckoning bee 
wasp butterfly humming-
bird to the torchlit serenade 
of flaring crimson corollas 
rosylipped bugeye vases in 
tune to syncopating lobesnouts 
rubythroated scarlet tunnels 
reaching out aerial rootlets 
compound foliage springing 
up anywhere country saw-
tooth cousins bursting 
out of the ground and 
towards evening the 
final echoing of one 
brass solo 
26 
1964 
We had survived the bomb scare and a 
President's death and it was that summer 
my father quit farming, three boys off to 
college and only the girlleft at horne, 
costs up and prices down, not enough 
good reasons to keep pounding the land, 
so he 
went off to work at the locallumberyard 
while my uncle rented our fields, 
strange new tractor and picker-sheller, 
that fall swelling our cribs and bins 
with his golden harvest while our 
barnyards were filling with weeds, 
hogshed spinning with spiderwebs, 
brooderhouse falling into disrepair; 
I 
recall my mother, too, falling apart 
that summer, no garden or hope of 
not selling out, her world slung with 
bitterness, slamming drawers into the dry 
mouth of failure and father's shortcomings, 
beginning the spiral that could never 
return me to innocence, too old 
for dolls or treehouses 
yet 
I retreated to thecalm of a spreading 
Schwedler maple where on what was to be 
my last climb it held steady in the 
muggy breath of summer while I surveyed 
that deepening gully, trying to sort out 
what on God's green earth would ever 
become of us all 
27 
FRIDAY NIGHT AT THE PLAZA 
after the home game 
where the Lions pawed 
victory from the Vikings 
on a miracle bomb from 
Greg Gilbreath to Jim Bacon 
late in the fourth quarter, 
lifting us alm ost to ecstasy 
if not to Main, honking out 
versions of the fight song 
in Chevys and Fords, from 
the highway to our turnaround 
under the elm by First National, 
and into the Plaza where we 
inhale pop and salty corn 
during cartoons, throw wads 
at LeRoy Wiltse, chase up 
and down the center aisle 
until it begins, the movie: 
Masque of the Red Death, 
not knowing that decades later 
1'11 hear the voice of Vincent 
Price in everything by Poe, 
and it's scary, we grab the one 
next to us without thinking, 
next to me Wesley Carlson, 
husky red-head from north of town 
whose blue eyes first burned mine 
the time my cousin and I rode 
her paint and my brown mare six 
miles on dirt roads at choretime, 
28 
whose strong arm now reaches first 
the back of my upholstered seat, 
then across my shoulders, his 
free hand pressing mine to his leg, 
the film reeling its gruesomeness 
while he shields my face and ears, 
and long after in his ancient Dodge 
ne ar old McKenzie's shelterbelt 
under a lucky harvest mo on 
we replay the night, spine-tingly, 
as if the plot were ours to write, 
reckless and brand-new 
29 
AFTER THE FARM SALE 
Manure in the hog barn, onee 
ankle-deep fresh, eomposts now 
in heaps inside empty wooden pens. 
Aetivity in the eorn erib 
eonsists of a few mice rummaging 
for the last dry kerneis. The 
onee-filled maehine shed only 
smells now of traetor, plow, 
planter, oil stains on its dirt 
floor indicating former oecupaney. 
In a rusty wire feneeroll, a 
blaek and yellow garden spider, 
fat as a quarter, eontemplates this 
old farm from the middle rung of 
its eottony ladders. What's left 
of the household possessions is 
being moved to town, family included. 
Cattle pens and milkbarn stand 
silent, expeetant. From paneless 
ehiekenhouse windows, two brown 
spiders gaze with compound eyes 
beyond the unharvested eorn field 
toward the third alfalfa eutting 
in the west forty, awaiting 
further orders. 
30 
HIGHWAY 
This could be anywhere-
Kansas, Colorado, Wyoming-
but always it's beside me 
when I notice, then watch for 
the old highway off to the side 
which no longer tries to guide 
over every dip and curve, no longer 
fights at the weeds, not going 
anywhere now but further down 
into the softening old roadbed 
dose to the pigyard and the fencerow; 
roads today stand taU, correctly postured 
in their vast right-of-ways, bland-
smooth as our bland-same automobiles, 
efficient, tedious; I drift over them 
toward the towns that have become alike, 
away from the last unexpected discovery 
simply for the sake of discovery, 
toward some motel out on some highway-
it could be anywhere-Chicago, lowa-
sinking heavy into its soft mattress, 
the map of how far I've come floating 
over the old highways, climbing each hill, 
stopping at each old gas station, hearing 
again each story, droning and solitary. 
31 
NIGHT SHIFT AT THE OLD HOSPITAL, 1968 
Not long out of high school away from family 
cut off from cozy world of friends studies 
coke dates newly married thrown into the 
adult the working world unprepared 
dark halls high-ceilinged dank rooms 
the sick were all there nurses' aide I 
was different siek with new life nausea 
pawing at stornach confusion what is happening 
to me thinking of the shame the guilt 
the isolated young car-train accident victim 
staph infection cardoor handle imbedded in 
his skull bloody bandages unprepared his 
pale glazed eyes searching mine for some 
kind of answer behind my mask I did not know 
too young night shift I fought off sleep 
with other aides and nurses told stories 
to stay awake to keep from thinking 
all the suffering each room every night 
Code Charlie our supervisor would run 
down the hall help lights flashing 
I tread the dirn hallways on white shoes 
everywhere the pale green slick walls 
people siek surgery broken bones bandages 
bedpans thermometers all needing help 
confusion of day and night unprepared 
fast new marriage friends all turned away 
could not understand everywhere the shame 
the guilt the uniform too tight too young 
night shift Mrs. Anderson brighteyed alert 
siek a tube in her stornach something there I 
could not know could not understand why 
the draining all that fluid measured and 
recorded it the red pus lung-stomach liquid 
confused I could not look into her eyes 
gentle she must have known some kind of answer 
touched my hand once I lost my supper 
32 
unprepared every room eaeh night hoped her 
light at the end of the mediciny hallway 
would not eome on young I eould not know 
nor comprehend why why without merey life 
was eating her insides while at the 
same time growing in mine 
33 
FANTASY 
It takes you, in spite of 
your deliberateness, to that 
place you want to go, you 
need, to exist. Lighter 
than morning light, it 
sweeps you off your toes, 
breathes hot and heavy 
above the lobes. Just 
when the earth begins 
stretching, warming from 
its winter nap, or when 
it's thinking: hibernation, 
you're bitten. Whole. 
Fireplace. Campfire. 
High noon. Full moon. 
You touch, you breathe, 
you're hooked. You can't 
hide from that place, you 
don't even try. By the 
surge that's now rising 
and rising, from the solar 
plexus to the odd catch 
at the base of your throat, 
you already know 
it's too late. 
34 
EYEWASH 
All winter the grounded white swan 
spouts poppies 
near her front door, the gray 
cascading fountain emptied, its 
shallow basin filling now 
with snow. How many times 
we snicker when passing her house 
there on the corner, 
the plastic daisies hanging 
bright as summer from their woven 
baskets, the sunflower rotating 
out of season in a north wind. 
She keeps to herself, 
this recluse we come to know 
by her alien love in a harsh 
temperate clime, 
the miniature white picketfence 
near the sidewalk clearly defining 
the borders of her world, 
impeccable white mounds of 
chrysanthemums kept in check 
all yeal' long. Yet 
after we bend ourselves 
into the cold, after driving past 
her corner through howling drifts, 
our eye pulls again to the 
pink, the orange, the flamingo; 
in all this isolation, 
thinking: 
whatwe see 
has nothing at all to do with 
what is there. 
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NAVIGATING THE NORTH PLATTE 
FROM LlNGLE TO TORRINGTON 
We do it on an August Sunday 
afternoon: five canoe parties 
attempting to untame a Wyoming 
river meandering toward Nebraska. 
With essentials packed, beer 
being more essential than food, 
we slip into the slow snake 
of stream, what remains of the 
Rocky Mountain snow melt soon 
to join its cousins eastward 
to the Missouri, south to the 
Mississippi, eventually to the 
Gulf of Mexico. And, while 
not able to make that entire 
trip, we nonetheless must 
wonder at the ways of water: 
the shifting of sandbars as 
we glide hazily in carefree 
skins away from the source, 
in awe of surrounding silence, 
the turns, the whirlpools, and 
fallen logs, the order of which 
stretch es just beyond the next 
bend and then the nextj ever, 
in spite of this random voyage, 
somehow perfectly balanced. 
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WHEN THE PRAIRIE SPEAKS 
it whispers I'rn wearing 
rny purple dress, rny red slip, 
now rny golden wild underthingsi 
oh, can you recall, how 
on that auturnn afternoon in a 
slant of sun, the breeze called 
you out of that stone life, how 
you and your love took flight, 
skyward like startled pheasantsi 
it says I'rn the distant hillside, 
patient, waiting for you, 
discovery in every se aso ni 
laid out, it whispers I'rn yoursi 
be listening. 
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THE CALL 
YOUf voice, over the telephone, 
reaches me off guard, though 
I can't say it's altogether 
unexpected ... 
you're lonely again, YOUf fingers 
on the push-buttons recalling 
vertebra, YOUf hand on the receiver 
connecting bone just under the skin. 
In the COUfse of the next ten 
minutes you'll speak as though 
I can he ar YOUf other voice 
between the microwaves; you'll 
talk and talk, not saying exactly 
what it is that's on YOUf mind. 
You miss me ... need someone to 
listen ... nothing has changed. 
Write, I scold, all these years 
and you've hardly bothered; 
stamps are the bargain, I say, 
and it seems you should, or at 
least intend to ... 
all the while on the other end 
of the chord, between the short 
lulls separating syllables, 
this foolish heart-beating and 
beating ... 
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NOTHUNDER 
No, it isn't worth mentioning 
again, 
the hurt that has been dragged 
and dragged over the field, 
cutting a new gash 
into the politeness of things. 
They've been over it before, 
a slip of trust, an unshared intimacy, 
untold daily-faced truths, 
dark clouds undistancing the horizon. 
She bites her lip, watches as the 
first raindrops bend the leaves. 
He doesn't volunteer anything, 
goes about his business 
during the brunt of the storm. 
From time to time he looks at her 
as if puzzled. 
Gaps in the earth fill with mud. 
Later, he sleeps thick as a log. 
She lies in the dark, repeats to herself 
why this time 
she must not break this silence. 
The rain keeps at it an night-
hushed, waving sheets. 
After an, isn't it an in her head? 
Wouldn't he always be right? 
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INSTINCT 
Because it's spring and because 
the sap rises steadily, so rises 
today the farmer in me. The 
outdoor beckons, renewal bums 
in my veins this first warm 
weekend. So strang is the 
calling, I become the straw-hat 
madwoman, mowing, chopping, 
whacking the acreage with a 
coarse-tooth rake. Out of my 
way, the dog whimpers under a 
tree, birds retreat to the 
distant grave, squirrels blink. 
Because it's spring and because 
it's time, I till, gather, glean, 
prepare to nest again 
yet another season. 
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STANDING ON NINE-MILE PRAIRIE 
WATCHING THE LUNAR ECLIPSE 
on a summer night that is learning now 
to let go, the steady breeze warm-cool-
warm, as up from the wooded ravines 
stirrings of autumn already started, 
the city spread below, studding Salt Valley 
with its nightlights, cornfield to creek 
to hayfield and I out on the west ridge 
up to my armpits in bluestem and indigo, 
nocturnal cacophony of crickets 
drowning almost the whine of jets, 
while above us the luminous globe 
we once knew as moon glowing fat, 
hanging dirn-orange, until it all moves, 
earth on its axis, rare alignment tilting, 
bringing back the familiar flat disk, 
lighting again the tipends of the grasses, 
raising my skin and what's underneath alive, 
rolling back the umbra toward tomorrow. 
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GRAVY 
My oldest brother passes me the gravy 
and today it doesn't slip from my hands 
to my lap like some thirty-odd years ago-
scalding gravy down my front, me screaming, 
Mother snatching me up, stripping me in the kitchen, 
three brothers snickering at my nakedness; 
old habits are hard, they say, to break, but Mother's 
food would seem odd without all the trimmings-
youngest in the family, I now approach forty 
and remember the farm meals, hearty, expanding 
the fuel of labor-eggs, heavy cream, pies, 
every cut of beef and pork imaginable; 
today Father watches us eat-arteriosclerosis 
hardening of the arteries taking its toll-
he's fed from a tube and distances himseIf; 
now the gravy pools on my mashed potatoes while we 
joke about trivial matters, OUf children 
laughing around a cardtable in the next room; 
each bite, Mother's cooking, tastes better and better, 
reminds me how likeable now these brothers are, 
how severely Father has aged; 
how this body, uncertain toward its downhill run, 
thrives on its habits, for better or for worse, 
fueling the future like borrowed time. 
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DRIVING EAST 
toward Iowa 
his mind is not, I'm afraid, 
on the road surface, my sixteen-
year-old sporting his dark 
glasses, the Ale and FM on HI, 
not thinking once of the wheat 
now ripening, the ankle-high beans, 
or the way the wind and humidity 
combine to make any cornfield 
a waving screen. 
Nor does he, 
I'm sure, even notice the red-
tailed hawk, the way it positions 
itself on the fencepost, with 
keen eyes watching to separate 
reality from mirage. 
But rather 
he is reminded, I fear, as the Olds 
rounds another hill approaching the 
Missouri, of her gentle body curves, 
when she giggles the way her eyes 
light, or perhaps at this moment 
in the mirror combing her hair, 
at her grandma's now for the summer, 
how she knows his hour's drive 
to her hometown will soon be over, 
how it feels 
when they touch, how this shimmery-
hot sun is even somehow brighter, 
how for today and all their youthful 
days this road just somehow never, 
never ends. 
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WEDNESDAY NIGHT LOVE POEM 
You squat and swill brew. 
while I poke sense into stIcks, 
the sun behind our backs 
dipping too low meanwhile ever 
to recoil. Night pulls down 
fast like a heavy drape, 
drawing frost to meet it 
on the barren horizon. 
We are about to feast, 
you and I, two antiques 
we can't seem to outgrow, 
brain and belly catering 
to a most primitive call. 
We hunker toward the heat, 
logs forgetting their histories, 
breaking into beautiful flame. 
Overhead, leaves darken their 
October masks, geese flap 
toward some ancient rhythm. 
Smoke fills the cortex, the 
soft cavities behind om eyes. 
When you grunt, I look up; 
you, my two-fisted hero with 
your forehead sloped just so, 
your dark eyes lit with fire 
and me, slack-jawed, crouching 
to catch yom next syllable, 
my free hand on its own reaching 
toward yom open face, and 
besides, I just can't help it, 
I fall in love with you 
all over again. 
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VIEW FROM 1-80 
Along the meandering Platte, 
logs of fallen cottonwood 
lie bleaching in the sun, 
reflected in the bright pools 
of sandpits 
and of sinkholes, 
the sandy day loam 
along its banks 
loosening and silting 
into its myriad states. 
Year in and year out, 
thousands of cars, 
like mine, keep hurrying off 
to somewhere. And this 
view, then, from the road 
keeps getting blurred: 
the time of our rising up, 
fluid and shifting, 
then, when it is time, 
the lying down, 
and the letting go. 
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GARBAGE 
Riding the rails like a tired bum, 
garbage 
makes its way from the East Co ast, 
hits the Midwest 
on its mnaway boxcar, 
crop prices 
so low we res ort to almost anything 
to make a buck, 
these day-loam ravines filling now 
with imports 
from New York: household throwaways-
kosher wrap, 
fmit no longer fresh from the 
corner stand, 
disposables of all shapes and sizes, 
bits and pieces 
of lives a thousand miles away, 
sent here 
to these wide-open spaces, spaces 
vast 
and about as hard to imagine as, 
say, an angus, 
we small-town entrepreneurs 
welcoming all 
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that is unwanted, unloved, the homeless, 
our hayseed grins 
wide as the broadside of a bam, 
our retort 
like the odor of manure: "Smells 
like money." 
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WHY HORTICUL TURISTS 
WRITE LOVE POEMS 
My father asks 
yet another neurologist: 
Will lever become a 
vegetable? 
Jt's his brain, you see, 
senescent, peeling down his 
balance, his bodily functions, 
now his basic motor skills, 
that graying cauliflower 
in his cranium unlearning 
how to swallow, how to walk, 
returning hirn to bed, to chair, 
reducing his nutrients to a tube. 
The physician, kind, evasive, 
says No. What else can you say 
to an 80-year-old whose mind 
like a rambling vine reaches 
over this unyielding earth, 
each day wanders the garden 
that has been his life, pausing 
at each over-blown flower, 
each bright rotted fruit, 
now gone to weeds? 
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SPRING: THE SECOND NIGHT 
To the west 
in a cloud-free sky, 
early night, 
the quarter moon 
on its back high and dry 
in a line directly above 
Venus and]upiter 
hurtled now, I'm part of 
some cosmic pinball game, 
my body weightless as a ballbearing 
rolling around the heavens, 
tripping wires that ding and flash, 
bouncing, flipping up and up 
until the scoreboard reads so high 
it'll no longer register 
and Oh! if I could choose, 
I'd die on a night such as this, 
tull south wind through my scalp, 
going out 
like energy from the stars, 
my light burning bright 
for a billion years. 
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RAINSTORM 
Before it hits 
I'm a garden dynamo, 
pulverizing weeds 
like nobody's business 
in the tomatoes, 
salvia and petunias, 
playing goddess of the garden-
take that, sucker: die, 
or bioam, dammit-while 
thunderheads gather and 100m, 
spitting earthward, 
getting flashy on me 
until I can't ignore it, 
until I retreat, 
lay down my puny weapons 
while the big cheese upstairs 
gets serious about celestial bowling, 
touching off special effects 
like shear winds, straight 
and/or zig-zag lightning, 
45 degree angle rain, etc., 
the cats and I 
cowering beneath the sofa 
in the brunt of the storm, 
hugging and saying how much 
we love each other 
until8:45 
when we crawl out to catch 
the sun dipping its head down, 
casting eerie sulfur light, 
casting violet, 
then rose-violet, 
then rose, rose-blue, 
blue-blue, blue-to-purple, 
dark purpie, bruise-purple, 
dark purple-bruise-black, 
black. 
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SNOWSTORM, LATE OCTOBER 
Jesus did the unexpected: 
Satan's holiday got canceled. 
-letter to the editor 
Green maple leaves go ashen as fall temperatures 
take a dive. On campus, a Bobcat backs up, 
makes another angry swipe at stuck-down sleet, 
the grounds crew tired and cold, once again 
pawns in some nature power-game. Is it good, 
or evil? Jesus has gone and done the unexpected-
school called off, young adults turning to mischief-
dorm rooms flowing now with cheer. Hallelujah! 
Halloween only temporarily postponed, certain 
to rise again from the depths of its underworld. 
Down in the heating plant gnomes adjust the gauges, 
spewing heat from the belly of the boiler to far, far 
corners. Carved pumpkins smile their crooked teeth 
into snowland, young ghosts and goblins count the days. 
Satan's holiday? Alive and weIl. Branches moan and 
creak in the wind. Across town, my mother 
shivering shuts doors to unused rooms. Nothing I say 
can ease her rattled mind. Tonight 1'11 see her 
hiding in the basement with lights out, faith 
going bewitched, wondering into the dark. 
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DREAM OF FIELDS 
It is my father's, 
on one of those last days 
when his mind allowed him 
to open again the gate, 
walk the fencerows swinging his tools-
cutter, stretcher, nails and hammer, 
a length of barbed wire 
coiled neatly in his gloved hands-
hands that are strong, 
legs that on a day too wet for tractors 
after spring planting, say, 
stride the perimeter of each field-
north eighty here, west forty there-
hands repairing fence essential 
to whatever it kept out or in, 
our lives revolving around 
the labored days in those fields, 
always the weather, the worry of credit, 
each year a crapshoot, 
each crop a test of nature's will, 
out there on those dryland hills 
at the mercy of some fickle God or government, 
all these things on his mind 
along those endless fences, 
the corn green and lush and sturdy, 
the winter wheat ripening, 
meadowlarks with their breezy songs whistling, 
the clover and brome and new-cut alfalfa 
wafting over him in the bright light of spring, 
or perhaps on a crisp day just before harvest, 
cornplants after the first frost tan and rattling, 
his mind turning to the business 
of picking and shelling and yields, 
his arms working the wire stretcher 
like a robust machine, 
all in a dream, you see, father 
S2 
in his worn recHner telling this 
to the daughter who wants onIy 
for hirn to walk again 
his fencerows, 
his drearn of fields. 
- In Memory: 1908-1989 
William E. Paulsen 
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WALKING TO WORK 
All summer anyone could see it going: 
yard turning to knotweed and foxtail, 
bindweed and crabgrass ehoking the ehainlink, 
lone maple out by the street drying up, 
family that onee made their horne here gone, 
gone from this prefab blue eollar neighborhood, 
where one lawn gets fussed and aeeessorized, 
the next one negleeted and junked, 
plastic taeked over the north windows; 
anyone observing eould see it eoming, 
single-parent unit, stationwagon rusting, 
ragged presehoolers riding seeond-hand trikes, 
gray drab days like so many others, forgettable, 
the stuff they left behind so unimportant 
no one bothers, 
anyone passing easually would not think twiee, 
just another empty, miserable house, 
sereendoor left unlatehed waving, 
in the warm, sultry breeze waving. 
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THE OTHER WOMAN 
as I pieture her 
she has no basil 
no cumin 
no sun-hardened hyssop 
nor sage around her eyes 
she never eatnips 
but laughs eomfrey 
tansy with a primula smile 
as I think of her 
she's angeliea 
foxglove and jasmine 
somewhat peppermint 
not letting you see 
all her saffron at onee 
one day 1'11 meet her 
that rue woman 
that wild indigo teasel 
somewhere neutral 
free of woodruff and of dropwort 
somesummersavory 
she's the nose 
set to lavender 
eye tull of sesame 
ear ringing rosemary 
she's wind 
through wild thyme 
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LOVE POEM 
FROM TH E PRAI RI E 
-forD.B. 
this is the season 
I wait for you 
my hair 
gold-tangled indiangrass 
untamed blue indigo eyes 
coneflower breasts 
thigh-deep in bluestem 
goldenrod legs 
arms tull of gayfeather 
sumac fingertips red 
come lie with me 
breathe my purpies 
my golds 
taste my rosehips 
touch my milkweed 
my sideoats grama 
nest in my wildrye 
hear the wind 
and sigh with me 
as I sway 
und er the sun 
take me 
for what I am 
love me 
while I live 
and later 
under the harvest moon 
think ofme 
in your wildest 
dream 
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SPRING 
.. . no human has ever seen 
a drone mate his queen ... 
from The ABC & XYZ of Bees 
This year it's weeks early: mid-March 
and already the lilac buds are opening, 
soon the whole hedge to cluster with 
purple, fragrant, attracting honeybees. 
Today I'm cleaning up, de-littering 
under the shrubs where a brisk wind 
has gifted me with neighborhood scraps-
utility-bill envelopes, plastic wrappers, 
the cardboard rolls from toilet paper-
and sure enough when I look up, it's 
in tull bloom, my neighbor's crab-
apple cascading delicately with 
the catkins we know as tee-pee, his 
teenage daughter meanwhile indifferent, 
snapping her gum, 
oblivious to the ritual 
which rouses itself early in the night, 
by instinct finds itself to her door, 
flings itself over and over into the air, 
attracted to something that must surely 
hang ripe and lovely everywhere. 
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FULL MOON, EARL Y SEPTEMBER 
-for grandmother 
Anna Christina Pedersen Paulsen 
A plump moon rises due east above alandscape laden 
with the he at of late summer. 
Everywhere I travel this evening 
it pops out like a superball 
through trees, buildings, houses, 
becomes an orange sponge between the pavement 
and the stars. 
Going horne, I hum along air-conditioned, 
contemplating that moon and how often 
it must have risen before on nights like this, 
when there was nothing anyone could do 
but hope for a break. 
How surely all the women who came before me 
saw it too, like my father's mother, rising 
damp from a sleepless sheet to wipe the fevers 
of her babies, how there was nothing back then 
the doctor could do and so she lost them, 
all three of them one at a time, 
her new family in a new country. 
How she might have wandered outside then 
to see this moon over the prairie on a night 
when the heat rises up to dose in on your throat, 
only the wide-open dark and dirt roads going nowhere, 
even years later with three more living children, 
she still couldn't speak of it. 
And so it must be that I now must tell it, 
flying low and fast against my petty inconveniences, 
my life but a purpie breeze. 
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By the time I came along 
farm life was easier, yet mother's day 
was filled with chores-milking, egg-gathering, 
gardening, fully three square meals. 
She chopped chicken heads, baked bread, 
put up for days in our sweltering kitchen 
the steaming jars of food we would eat all winter. 
Surely there was a sleep-still night 
when she looked out a window above the clabber 
of crickets to see a moon rising over the alfalfa field, 
the magie of its fullness making her forget, 
if only for amoment, the humidity and her sore feet, 
how she must have had hopes even then 
for her young daughter. 
And so I arrive at my city horne 
with its paved lane and its ultra-appliances, 
its garden with nothing to do but look beautiful. 
And tonight as the moon washes through the locust tree, 
making wavy patterns across my writing table, 
I know now that path, 
know the long road leading horne, 
the freedom of the moonlight entering this life, 
this room of my own. 
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PLANTING TREES 
Humming an old hymn, 
I shove my spade deep 
and turn over rich earth. 
Good soil, good ground for 
growing trees that alone 
I'm planting this Good Friday. 
As did my grandfather, who, 
looking over the homestead, 
uttered in Dane: Augk! No trees! 
and set out to correct the 
godless plains. And my young 
father planting oak, elm, pine, 
and cedar, maple, spruce, and 
hackberry. I learned those 
stories later, worshipped among 
the limbs of their labor. 
Now these hands and feet 
tire, wish they were finished 
yet never quit. Like my 
father and grandfather before me, 
I pray to the soil, to the sky 
for strength, for good planting 
weather, to continue. Each 
shovelful now a sacrament: 
Take eat, this soil my body 
crumbled for your roots; drink 
of this water, my blood, shed 
for you now, and ever more. 
And I sing the hymn 
again and again, 
knowing there is no end, 
knowing no end. 
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CHANCESARE 
In the fireplace, early Sunday evening, 
new logs hiss and smoke, catch fire-
oak and locust reducing to ash that 
later we'l1 spread in the garden. 
You are drinking cabernet, its aged 
burnt-oak tannins sliding downward, I'm 
sipping brandy, working its concentrate 
and vapors into my bloodstream, we are 
floating into the realm of possibility. 
Chances are we'l1 say very little 
to each other tonight, dinner guests gone, 
oUf only child now on his own. All day 
YOUf hands have been cutting and fitting 
and doweling lovely-grained hardwoods 
into the shapes of furniture-quarter-sawn 
and walnut-I've seen YOUf eyes light 
at the very mention of it. 
Soon 1'11 rise 
to soak in bath oils, smooth myself over 
sheets fresh off the c1othesline, scent of 
woodsmoke and moist earth. The room 
fuzzes around us, overhead fans spin slow, 
cats sprawl sleepy over chairs. Outside-
a c1ear, navy sky above the city. 
So this is where good trees go when they die, 
up in flame and ember. Chances are, 1'11 say 
Come join my hands. Let's grow old, go out 
in style together. 
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Born in 1949, Twyla Hansen was raised on a 
farm in northeast Nebraska. Her B.S. is from the 
University of Nebraska, and since 1982 she has been 
employed as a horticulturist at Nebraska Wesleyan 
University. She received the 1988 trophy buckle poetry 
prize from Elkhom Review. In 1989, the Nebraska 
Statewide Arboretum awarded her the Johnny 
Appleseed Award for "a sustained personal involvement 
in tree planting." She and her husband Tom are 
parents of Steve, and live in Lincoln where their yard is 
maintained as an urban wildlife habitat. 
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"How do you live in the heartland? You keep this 
book elose at hand; it's a manual for survival as weil as a 
guide to delight. Twyla Hansen has been, as sh~ says, 'up , 
to my armpits in bluestem and indigo.' Readers of her 
fine poetry will discover themselves experiencing both 
poetry and prairie as fully as possible, with mounting 
exhilaration. " 
- Linda Hasselstrom, author of Lani Circ1e 
South qakota writer and rancher 
"Twyla Hansen's poems, to extrapolate from 
[Iowa poet James] Hearst, connect. Her truths are in 
those taproots without which poetry would surely expire 
for lack of nourishment./I 
-William Kloefkom, from the Foreword 
, 
Nebraska's State Poet 
"This poet's got it. By gosh, she's got H. Got this 
place down pat. Its genus is Nebraskensis, and Hs species 
is pure Hansen. lf you want to read a -:ery good poetic 
geography, this one is weIl worth lookirig at, and movinS 
deeply into./I, 
-Don Welch 
Reynolds Distinguished Professor of Poetry 
University of Nebraska at Kearney 
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